Leading Virtual Teams
Length—8 hours

Description
Organizations around the world are enjoying the benefits of linking teams virtually through technology. Remote and virtual team management has become the norm for many organizations. Effective distance leadership skills include the traditional; however, they need to be applied very differently to maximize impact in a virtual environment. Identify the tools and techniques needed to enhance virtual leadership to fit the often-heightened needs of virtual team members.

Performance Objectives
- Identify the common barriers and concerns of virtual team members
- Understand the unique competencies of successful virtual leaders and team members
- Explore the five core skills of effective virtual team leadership
- Understand when and how to use tools, techniques and technology to lead virtual teams
- Utilize best practices to build and maintain trust

Course Modules
The Benefits and Barriers of Virtual Teams—
The benefits, barriers and concerns that virtual teams bring to the productivity and innovation of business

Five Categories of Effective Leadership—
The five core skills of effective virtual team leadership: communicating effectively, building community, establishing clear direction, leading by example, coordinating and collaborating across boundaries

Tools, Techniques & Technology—
When and how to apply tools, techniques and technology to lead virtual teams

Building Trust—
Trust is the umbrella for success—develop a process to build and maintain trust in virtual teams

Increase your benefits!
Courses can be conducted at your facility or ours. Receive a cost-effective, customized training program which addresses your business’s strategic objectives. Contact us to learn more.